This paper introduces an approach for modeling and representation of geometric tolerances on any 3D solid model using Objected Oriented Programming (OOP) paradigm. The modeling scheme is supported by a comprehensive validation engine, which certifies the tolerance type against the 3D geometry context both syntactically and semantically. The major objective of this work is to develop a methodology for interfacing tolerance modeling with boundary representation (B-Rep) based 3D solid model geometry.
Introduction
Today, solid modelling systems are widely used for various kinds of applications in mechanical engineering. Geometric models created by solid modelling systems include most of the relevant information and data about the part shape [1] . This capability allows solid-modelling systems to provide the geometric and to some extent process data necessary for carrying out design and manufacturing activities such as finiteelement analysis, mass property calculation, static and dynamic interference checking, and NC-code generation and verification [2, 3] . However, they do not represent tolerances (geometric tolerances are assumed) in a form suitable for automation of many design and manufacturing activities, such as manufacturing, assembly planning, inspection and tolerance analysis.
Geometric tolerances state the maximum allowable variation of a form or its position from the perfect geometry as implied in the drawing [1] . The concepts of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD & T) permit a clear definition and expression of dynamic functional relationships of geometric elements, which may vary from one production part to the next [8 Thesis] . There are both ISO and ANSI standards for geometric tolerances [4, 5, 6] . The standards are based on design practices, and are more suitable for human use and interpretation. Thus the published standards lack the support of a formal theory. Difficulties in modelling computer understandable tolerance specification and mathematical validation of tolerances has provided the motivation for finding a way or theory of tolerances, on which future standards can be based [7] . Research and industrial communities are concerned about this deficiency, as it is preventing efficient automation of many manufacturing activities.
Previous Work and Literature Review
Owing to the importance of tolerance representation and analysis in the field of CAD/CAM system, a growing number of research activities in these areas have been published in recent years. Geometric tolerance representation falls into three areas viz., mathematical, representational, and computational [1] .
Mathematical Methods
Several researchers have tried to establish mathematical bases with the intention of unifying solid model based representation of different tolerance types. Requicha [8, 9, 10] defined the tolerance zone as a region that must lie within the object's boundaries. The maximal and minimal object volumes are obtained by offsetting the object by an equal amount on each side of the nominal. Srinivasan and Jayaraman [11, 12] state that neither the current standards, nor Requicha theory are adequate for describing allowable variations from the nominal, when the functional constrains are considered. Etesami [13, 14] models tolerances using a very similar approach to that of Requicha. He called his method offset features boundary solids. Turner and Wozny [15, 16] consider the geometric variation as a vector. A set of independent geometric variations was selected as basis vectors to define 's' -vector space. The tolerances define inequality constraints in this space. Collectively, the tolerance constraints define an in-tolerance region of the space [17, 18, 19] . Although mathematical theories of tolerances have been proposed with a view to unify their representation in a computer-based model, such theories have abandoned important tolerance concepts such as size, feature of size, Taylor's principle, etc. The ANSI standard as it currently stands defies mathematical representation because it is not based on a mathematical model. Therefore, it may be difficult to implement tolerance representation system based completely on mathematical tolerance theories.
Framework (REPRESENTATIONAL) Models
Framework schemes may be dependent-on or independentof the data structure of the solid model. The specification of tolerances requires references to evaluated geometric entities. Requicha has devised a scheme for overcoming this problem [20] . The method is based on a structure called "VGraph" and 2D intersection set operators that allows one to reference only a portion of a face (VFace) by intersecting the object with a virtual object. Attributes, such as tolerances, can be attached to VFace. A conceptual framework for tolerance representation and analysis based on CSG is also presented in [21] , somewhat along the lines of Requicha, but without a mechanism to refer to partial faces. A multi-layer scheme was proposed and implemented by Ranyak and Wilson [22] . Tolerance features were placed at the lowest level of the hierarchy and treated as unique because they were built from primitives that can have only one tolerance value in each of the tolerance categories. Higher-level features could be built from these to meet the needs of applications. Several researchers have proposed remarkably similar schemes for tolerancing that may be described as constraint based face graphs. The researchers include Faux [23] , Gossard, Zuffante, and Sakurai [24] , and Roy and Liu [25] . Features are built from faces or sets of faces (single planar face, profile, pair of parallel faces, etc.) structured in a binary tree where the interior nodes are Boolean set operators [26] . The dimensional relationships are represented by a graph whose nodes represent the nominal faces of the part, and the arcs represent the nominal distance between the two faces. Clement et. al., and Irani et. al., arrived at a tolerance representation model that is compatible with the standards and which seems to be theoretically and mathematically sound [27, 28] . Using the set of displacement theory by [29] , Clement et. al., have proven that there are only seven elementary surface types such as planes, cylinders, spheres, etc., On this basis, a computer system can automatically propose tolerance types employing an assembly model (geometric tolerances). Bernstein and Preiss represented dimensions in a solid modeler by using a direct graph or constraint network [30] . Bernstein did not clarify how tolerance arcs are represented in such a scheme. Shah [31] presents a method for an efficient model for representing the dimensions of a part. The model is used to capture the designer's GD & T scheme on a feature based design model, and validate its completeness. The tolerance representation framework is compatible with tolerance standards ANSI Y14.5M, but still there are shortcomings. One of them is, they do not deal with the problem of determination of virtual boundaries (VB) for the mechanical parts, their model contains data about material conditions but there is not a method to get the VB. Also, these methods do not introduce a proper method for tolerance model verification and validation.
3 Computational methods
Many researchers have adopted a vector-based description of tolerance. Mathematical models are used to describe the specified geometry of a workpiece. Vector-based tolerancing utilizes 3D tolerances as an integral part of the Vectorial product model where the different geometrical features are treated separately. This method supports automatic generation of NC-codes and inspection [32, 33, 34, 35] . Wirtz [36] adopted a completely different approach to that of Turner [37, 38] . Wirtz defines the position, direction and dimension of an element or a surface by vectors established with respect to a unique reference frame. Tolerance intervals are then associated with each component of these vectors. His method has been the basis of a proposal for a new Swiss coordinate measuring standard [39] . The Computational model treats tolerance as a vector that means the tolerance has magnitude and direction and at the same time has a vector for variation. But, this method also still suffers from the ANSI Y14.5M non-compatibility standards. In addition, current representation schemes do not provide enough flexibility for inputting, validating, retrieving and manipulating data required for CAD/CAM integration to achieve computer integrated manufacturing systems (CIM).
To overcome the deficiency of current tolerance representation models, a new scheme for tolerance representation is needed. Hence the aim of this work is to develop a model that: -• Is compatible with tolerance standards (ANSI Y14.5M)
• Is capable of computational ability for tolerance data handling.
• Combines framework tolerance representation and computational methods for tolerance representation in a manner that eliminates the disadvantages described earlier.
• Includes a method for tolerance validation
TOLERANCE Model
The proposed new model helps the designer to input and validate tolerance data, and to detect over/under-tolerance features. The work involves modeling and representing geometric tolerances on solid models of 3D industrial parts of fair complexity using object oriented Programming (OOP) paradigm.
The system also allows to model tolerance in accordance with ANSI Y14.5M tolerance standards. This representation aids tolerance analysis and synthesis. The geometric model along with the tolerance model can be utilized for inspection and quality control activities, thus automating these manufacturing activities. Figure 1 illustrates the relation between these models and how they interface with each other. As shown in the figure, the solid model of a 3D part is constructed and then the tolerance model mechanism manages the different tolerance models. When the tolerance type is selected and the required data for the reference tolerance type (datums, features, faces, edges and points) are obtained. OOP tolerance representation object is initialized to be associated with the 3D solid model. Accordingly the datum system is constructed and validated by the validation engine. The input tolerance is then validated with the selected entities, and the degree of freedom (DOF) validation system is used to detect whether there is any over or under tolerance.
Feature Extraction and Recognition
In this work representation of Dimensioning and Tolerancing (D&T) is treated as a feature-based representation; therefore it needs proper geometric features identified from the solid modelers for its application. Two related types of features need to be defined: Lower-level-features (such as points, lines, arcs, splines or surfaces) Higher-level features, which are the combination of low-level features (or the combination of other higher-level features). Examples of high level features are illustrated in Fig. 2 , the slot illustrated in (a) is a combination of 3 faces, while the step shown in (b) is a combination of two faces.
Lower-level features have unique geometrical entities and are well defined, whereas higher-level features are design specific and their choice depends on the function and the context of the application. Therefore, for D&T implementation, information on these features must be extracted or recreated from the solid model after the design process ends. 
Figure 1 Developed Tolerance models
In Boundary Representation (B-rep) based solid models, each geometric entity of the object (points, lines, surfaces, etc.) has its own identity [40] . Therefore it is possible to provide the same kind of geometric tolerancing information for each of them. Some of the entities (i.e. median planes, axes, etc.), which, are not really generated in the boundary representation need to be incorporated in the B-rep data structure so that all kinds of geometric as well as conventional tolerancing can be represented.
B-Rep suffers from the lack of information regarding the higher level features and their spatial constraints. Feature extraction and recognition methods are used to determine this information. [41] . In the rule-based approach [42, 43] , a set of rules is described to specify the topological and geometric information of predefined features. However, it is impossible to define all rules for all features, and new sets of rules are required to define features with slight adjustments. In addition to this, the search of the solid model can be highly complex when the parts are large. Gadh and Prinz [44] have developed a technique to address this problem, which they call Differential Depth Filter. This filter reduces the search space to just the silhouette edges obtained by looking at the object from several viewpoints.
In graph-based approach, the face and edge adjacency relationships of a part are transformed into nodes and arcs in a graph. Feature patterns are also defined by graphs. Feature recognition is accomplished by searching the graph of the part to find sub graphs and matching it with one of the feature pattern subgraphs. The graph-matching approach is more suitable [45, 46] for recognizing features from a B-Rep solid model, which is based on graph based representation. An approach called 'Curvature Regions' (CR) has been presented for feature recognition from solid models [41, 47, 48] . Primitive features are found by converting B-Rep of the CAD model to a higher level of representation called Curvature Region Representation (CR-Rep).
The graph-based recognition approach has an advantage over the others due to the graph nature of B-Rep based solid models. The graph structure is most suitable for representing geometric and topological information for the features. Each feature class has its own graph representation for efficient and direct matching processes. So, a system that recognizes features automatically using Graph-Based Method has been adopted in this work.
1 Graph-Based method
Graph representation defines the shape or feature using its geometrical information (planes, lines and their points), and the topological information that exists between surfaces, edges and their vertices. The feature recognition system comprises of two major modules. The first one is for feature extraction (dealing with extracting faces from the boundary models that are potential feature elements). This module uses a loop-based method and a face-based method. The second module is for feature recognition using graph-based feature recognition. In other words, after the feature members are found by searching the face edge graph, and then by matching these feature member sub-graphs with pre-defined sub-graph patterns it is possible to recognize the features. Figure 3 illustrates a simple part with a feature and the procedure for feature extraction and recognition. The edges are scanned to extract which faces constitute a feature. Each edge is common to two connected groups of edges called loops. If all the edges in the loop are concave, the loop is categorized as being concave. Loops may also be convex or hybrid. Then, the extracted sub-graphs are compared with pre-defined sub-graph patterns of features, for recognition. Figure 4 illustrates the steps involved in feature extraction and recognition.
Tolerance Data Structure (TDS)
The current tolerance standard is ASME Y14.5M (ASME, 1994a). The shape and size of part features can vary in several possible ways. The variations are classified into six standard tolerance classes: size, form (flatness, straightness, circularity, cylindricity), orientation (parallelism, perpendicularity, angularity), position (location, concentricity), run out (circular, total), and profile (line, surface).
All categories of tolerance specifications have been studied to establish their data structures. Tolerance specification involves specifying a datum reference frame (DRF), and the relationships among five kinds of tolerance shape elements: vertex, edge, surface, axis and median plane. There are three kinds of features to which a geometric characteristic is applicable. They are:
Individual feature -A single surface, edge, or size feature that relates to a perfect geometric counterpart of itself as the desired form, independent of any datum.
Related feature -A single surface or element feature that relates to a datum, or datums, in form and orientation; or a size feature (e.g. hole, slot, pin, shaft) that relates to a datum, or datums in form, attitude (orientation), runout, or location.
Undetermined feature -A single surface or edge feature (whose perfect geometric profile is described) that may, or may not be related to a datum, or datums.
The information content representing the GD & T and other accuracy data is analyzed according to ANSI standard Y14.5M and presented in table 1. 
X= Convex, V= Concave

Object Oriented Tolerance Representation
Tolerance representation model is based on object oriented programming paradigm. Before introducing tolerance modeling, object oriented programming concepts that are used in the representation are discussed.
Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
As the name implies, a fundamental concept behind OOP is the use of objects. An object is a programming structure of related variables and methods. It is a mechanism that facilitates a programmer to easily design and represent objects in the real world with objects in software. Objects, classes and inheritance are three basic concepts used in object-oriented programming [49] . A class is a description of a category, it can be thought of as the blueprint of an object, or a category of objects. Objects are specific examples that fit within a category, and are described by classes. The object is an entity that has its own data and its own methods for manipulating that data and interacting with the world around it. New classes can be derived from previously created classes. This derivation is called inheritance. We can define a class in such a way that it inherits all or most of the definition of another, and then go on to add whatever features we need. Furthermore, an object is designed to be reusable entity that can be incorporated into multiple programs [50] . 
OOP Tolerance Representation
Geometric tolerance by its nature can be modeled as an object conforming to OOP. It can be modeled from a general parent class where the variables would be data from a 3D solid model and user-input data. The different tolerance objects initialized will interact by passing messages to the methods of one another. OOP paradigm is very efficient and flexible for tolerance model representation. Five categories of tolerance classes have been developed for form, location, position, runout and profile, which extend a parent tolerance class through inheritance. The parent tolerance class is designed to define different tolerance types and their associated data. Another class is developed to modify, delete and add tolerance to 3D solid model.
Each tolerance class type provides a prototype for all of its objects. A tolerance type class provides a common structure and behavior for the tolerance type. For example form class provides a prototype for all form tolerance types; such as straightness, flatness, roundness (for rotational surfaces) and cylindricity (for cylindrical surfaces) and storing the associated data depending on form tolerance type and its value (Fig 5) .
The tolerance data are saved as instance of classes developed for each tolerance type. For example, for tolerance of size there is SizeTolerance class, which is a template for the data required to define size tolerance (Fig. 6 ). The data is based on the size data structure. (lowerTolLimit),3) ; }
Figure 6 Representative Size Tolerance Class
The objects for all types of tolerances are saved in Vector data structures as they can dynamically grow or shrink as needed; a distinct advantage as compared to the standard Array data structure. A data element can be inserted into or removed from any location of a vector with a single method invocation. Vector based data structure has been selected to represent tolerance data as it would be very synergistic to tolerance modeling. ACIS Kernel and its toolkit is used to create the 3D Solid model for parts then saved as *.SAT file. Also, other CAD systems which supports *.SAT files, such as AutoCAD, Pro/Engineer, etc., may be used to create 3D model. The tolerance modeler is directly integrated with the 3D solid model system and operates on the 3D data in the SAT files. It means that the data in the tolerance model is not independent of the entities in the solid model database. If the model dimensions change, the changes will reflect in the tolerance model accordingly. The tolerance object data does not contain the geometric entities or the nominal dimensions; instead it contains a reference to geometric entities such as surface, hole, or a feature in the solid model database that the tolerance is applied to. So, if the geometry is modified at the 3D solid model level, the modification will not affect the tolerance object attached to the geometry, but it will be updated to reflect the new values. But in the case of size tolerance the specified values depend on the tolerance standard (IT numbers), so the tolerance values depend on the underlying dimensions, and hence the tolerance values will change according to the dimension category.
In some of the current systems, tolerance representations must be created automatically by the system. Such systems require information about the internal names of faces and other geometric entities from the solid model, which are very inconvenient to obtain. To overcome that, a point-and click graphical interface is developed in this work, that allows a user to select the geometric entities of the 3D model or even specify the virtual entities like center plane, axis, etc., and automatically generate the data needed by the tolerance object.
Tolerance Model Validation
There are two levels of validation; the first one is during modeling; and the second one after the model is constructed to check the over or under tolerance.
The model provides built-in checking of legality of tolerances defined during modeling. Types of checks include tolerance limiting value, entity types (planar, cylindrical, etc), and entity relationships like the orthogonality of two planes. When an entity is picked for defining tolerances, the entity is checked to see if it is the specific type required for the tolerance type being modeled.
1 Over-Toleranced Validity Checking
A scheme for over-tolerance validity checking is introduced. This scheme depends upon the degree of freedom (DOF) techniques and primitive geometric elements. DOF defines the independent ways in which an object's geometry can change [28, 31] . In spatial geometry, DOF can be resolved into kinematic DOF: they are divided into three translational DOF (TDOF = t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) and three rotational DOF (RDOF = θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ). Primitive geometric elements are equivalent to the theoretical reference frames meant to represent the real surfaces. Moreover, it describes visually the degrees of invariance associated to a surface. Dimensions and ANSI Y14.5M tolerance classes reference or target features-of-size. A list of all such entities used is as follows: part faces, edges, center points, mid-planes of slots or pockets, width and radius dimensions. A dimension parameter D p and three geometric primitives can cover all of these: point, straight line, and planar face. Non-linear shape can be defined in terms of these three as follows. A circle or sphere is described by a center point and a radius (D p ); a cylinder by an axis (line) and a radius (D p ); profiles and sculptured surfaces can be attached to a coordinate system (lines or planes) for the purpose of relative positioning, as demonstrated in Kramer's work [38] .
A solid model can be composed into a collection of these geometric primitives; if the sizes, shapes and locations of the constituent geometric primitives are fully controlled, the solid model is fully defined.
A degree of invariance can be seen as a translation or a rotation under which a given geometry remains unchanged. For instance, the line or axis of a cylindrical surface can only be translated along or rotated about it, and that leaves four degrees of invariance; two in translation and two in rotation. The total number of DOF of the object is less than six. Table 2 shows the three basic geometry primitives and their respective DOF. The entity local coordinate systems that will be used have been made consistent with ASME Y14.5M.
Computer Model and Implementation
This research work is concerned with tolerance representation issues within 3D solid models. It introduces a GUI for tolerance input process. It allows visualization of the 3D solid model for the mechanical part in a friendly intelligent user interface and helps the designer to enter the tolerance type A point-and click graphic interface has been developed, that allows a user to select the geometric entities and automatically generate the data needed by the tolerance object. The developed system has an intelligent 3D interactive user interface, which includes a 3D-visualization system for the part to be toleranced. The 3D-visualization model uses Java 3D classes. Java 3D is an API used to create standalone 3D applications and 3D applets [51, 52] . Java 3D is a standard extension to Java 2 Java developed kit (JDK) [51] . After the 3D file is loaded and analyzed, the 3D part is visualized using Java 3D classes and the classes developed in this work. The system is developed using Java object oriented programming environment. Classes for tolerance construction are developed as follows:
• Class for parent tolerance representation.
• Classes for size, form, location, orientation, runout and profile tolerances derived from the parent tolerance class.
• Class for interfacing with solid model B-Rep data that extracts required information for the tolerance model such as the internal names of faces in a solid model. It then automatically generates the data needed • Class to store, modify and retrieve tolerance data Also, a knowledge base is developed for manufacturing process selection. The system is implemented using many examples (Fig. 8, 9 ) and proves that it is an effective tool for tolerance data input and validation of tolerance information. And the system includes successful feature extraction and recognition, detecting over-tolerance cases, tolerance type validation during input process, flexible inputting, modifying and retrieving tolerance data. 
CONCLUSIONS
For comprehensive tolerance data representation in the CAD data model, and to overcome the deficiencies of current tolerance representation models, a scheme for tolerance representation based on OOP paradigm is introduced in this paper. A methodology for interfacing tolerance modeling with boundary representation (B-Rep) based 3D solid model geometry is also introduced. Five tolerance classes have been developed for each tolerance type, which extend a parent tolerance class through inheritance. The classes get data from both 3D solid model and the designer during initialization. A structure is created to allow the input and link tolerance information to a B-Rep database. The developed models automatically extract the required data and information embedded in a B-Rep solid model. The model implementation demonstrates that OOP paradigm is very efficient and flexible for the tolerance model representation, which is required within the interactive design process.
Also, intelligent tolerance validation engine is introduced. There are many validation stages during the tolerance input and modeling process that use validation models through intelligent user interface including methods to detect over and under tolerancing. This means that, the system prevents errors in the tolerance model and its associated data.
Moreover, the implemented GD & T model is consistent with engineering practice and compatible with Y14.5M. Therefore, it is hoped that the proposed GD & T model can support seamless integration between CAD and CAM. Furthermore, the software is implemented for a PC environment making the system inexpensive and flexible.
